
Top Ten Recognition Comments - Class of 2021



Rachel Bortnick
Three teachers that have influenced Rachel during her time at
Berlin are Mr. Ellis, Mr. Gould, and Mr. Mellor.

Rachel would like to thank Mr. Ellis because he has put in the
extra time to help her succeed and was always a great support
system.

Gavin Bink
While at Berlin, Gavin has been influenced by Mr Gould, Mr Mellor,
and Mr Ellis.  They have always pushed him to become a better
student and person.

He would like to thank all of his friends,  especially Codie Lane
and Logan Vars for making school much more entertaining.



Kendra Roberts
Three teachers that influenced Kendra during her time at Berlin
are Mr. Covell, Mrs. Montgomery Breh and Ms. Eliashuk. Mr.
Covell  helped her to realize her love for psychology and has
always been supportive and a shoulder to turn to. Ms. Monty  has
helped her through some of the toughest times in her life and
inspired her to start writing. Finally, Ms. Eliashuk has been a rock
for her ever since 6th grade.  She is a lifelong friend, who Kendra
will miss dearly.

Kendra would like to thank her mom and my dad for always
supporting her dreams and making it possible for her to continue
her education in the next phase of her life.



Kianna Flavin
Kianna has been influenced by Ms. Day, Mr. Ellis, and Mrs. Hayes.
Ms. Day coached her for basketball and soccer, and she is always
doing the most she can to make the students happy. Mr. Ellis has
taught her since 8th grade. He showed her that math can be fun
and introduced her to Computer Science. Finally, Mrs. Hayes, as
the class advisor, never fails to create opportunities for seniors.

Kianna would like to thank Mr. Ellis for all of the effort he puts into
everything he does, whether it be student council or coaching
basketball, he always fights for students. She is beyond thankful
for all the work he's put in over the years to make the school the
best it can be for her and her classmates. He has been one of the
best mentors she’s ever had.



Holly Hermann
Holly has been influenced by several teachers.  Mrs Cornell has
been extremely empathetic and sweet and has always been there
for people.  Mr. Cornell puts up with all of their math questions
and he’s also very encouraging.  Finally, Mr. Mellor for being so
supportive and also putting up with her AP Chem class.

Holly would like to thank her family, they’ve always been there for
her and supported her.

Paris DeFilippis
During her time at Berlin, Paris was influenced by Mrs.Hayes for
always making school events and school fun. Mr. Ellis for always
listening to what students have to say and trying to do the best he
can for the students. And Ms. Marbot for being an amazing
bowling coach and always being kind.

She would like to thank Mr. Ellis for always trying to put the
students first and always having the students’ best interests at
heart.



Cosette Slattery
Cosette would like to thank Ms. Day for always being her go to
when she needed someone to talk to.   She loved having Ms.
Marbot for English and being able to talk to her about anything
she needed.  And Mr. Mellor, because even though she found
chemistry really challenging he always made her feel like she
could do it and that she was worth it.

Lauren Meyer
Three teachers who positively influenced Lauren during her time
at Berlin are Mr. Toole, Mrs. Hayes, and Mrs. Montgomery-Breh.
They all pushed her to do her best and were there for her.



Kasey Billert
Three teachers that influenced Kasey while at Berlin are Mr. Ellis,
Mr. Mellor, and Mr. Weaver.  Mr. Ellis was a catalyst for his interest
in math.  He was also Kasey’s coach for many teams that he
played on at Berlin. Mr. Mellor inspired his interest in the sciences,
which led to his decision to major in mechanical engineering in
college. Finally, Mr. Weaver, for influencing his participation on the
Berlin sports teams, which has provided Kasey enjoyment over
the years.

Kasey would like to thank his friends and family for always being
there, and pushing him to be the best he can be.

Bridget Hermann
Three teachers that have influenced her during her time at Berlin
are Mrs.Gould, Mrs.Colbert, and Ms.DeCelle.

Bridget would  like to thank Mrs.Harrison for all her help with my
higher level classes and the classes I’m taking through HVCC.

Jordanne Brazie
Three teachers that have influenced Jordanne during her time at
Berlin are Ms. Lamontagne, Mr. Christian, and Mrs. Wetmore.  She
would like to thank these teachers for going above and beyond for
their students.


